Language Analysis as a Window to Bereaved Parents’ Emotions During a Parent–Physician Bereavement Meeting
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Abstract
Parent–physician bereavement meetings may benefit parents by facilitating sense making, which is associated with healthy adjustment after a traumatic event. Prior research suggests a reciprocal relationship between sense making and positive emotions. We analyzed parents’ use of emotion words during bereavement meetings to better understand parents’ emotional reactions during the meeting and how their emotional reactions related to their appraisals of the meeting. Parents’ use of positive
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emotion words increased, suggesting the meetings help parents make sense of the death. Parents’ use of positive emotion words was negatively related to their own and/or their spouse’s appraisals of the meeting, suggesting that parents who have a positive emotional experience during the meeting may also have a short-term negative reaction. Language analysis can be an effective tool to understand individuals’ ongoing emotions and meaning making processes during interventions to reduce adverse consequences of a traumatic event, such as a child’s death.
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The death of a child is one of the most traumatic events an individual or family can face. Bereaved parents often experience serious mental and physical health effects, including depression and anxiety (Kreicbergs, Valdimarsdottir, Onelov, Henter, & Steineck, 2004; McCarthy et al., 2010), complicated grief (Meert et al., 2010), and even death (Li, Precht, Mortensen, & Olsen, 2003). More than 80% of deaths among hospitalized children occur following admission to an intensive care unit (Angus et al., 2004). Findings from studies conducted by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Collaborative Pediatric Critical Care Research Network (CPCCRN) indicated that many bereaved parents wanted to meet with the physician who cared for their child in the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU; Meert et al., 2007). Parents’ primary reason for wanting to meet with the PICU physician was to gain further information about the circumstances surrounding the death. Parents also wanted to reconnect with the physician and staff and to gain reassurance that everything possible had been done for the child. Findings from these studies also indicated that physicians were willing to conduct bereavement meetings, primarily because they felt the meetings would be beneficial to parents (Eggly et al., 2013; Meert et al., 2011).

Based on these findings, the CPCCRN developed and pilot tested the feasibility of a framework for conducting parent–physician bereavement meetings in the weeks or months following a child’s death in a PICU (Eggly et al., 2011; Meert et al., 2014). The bereavement meetings are designed to reduce the development of adverse health effects related to a child’s death. Briefly, the framework provides suggestions for the meeting content and structure, such as topics that parents may want to discuss and the potential duration and location of the meeting. The framework specifically suggests that physicians discuss the medical circumstances of the death and provide reassurance, as needed or requested by parents. Also, the framework provides suggestions for ways physicians can communicate effectively during the meeting, such as by encouraging parents to set the meeting agenda and responding directly and empathically to parents’ medical and psychosocial questions and concerns. (Details of the intervention are available elsewhere [Eggly et al., 2011]). Prior to implementing the framework for
the pilot study, PICU physicians were trained in the use of the framework via a face-to-face or web-based small group workshop. The workshop included a lecture on the health consequences of bereavement, a description of key aspects of the framework, and a viewing of three simulated bereavement meetings. In the current study, we analyzed transcripts of language used by bereaved parents during bereavement meetings held as part of the pilot study to better understand (1) parents’ emotional reactions throughout the meetings and (2) how their emotional reactions were related to their appraisals of the meeting.

The expressed desires of bereaved parents to meet with a physician who cared for their deceased child may reflect a struggle to make meaning of the death. Research on meaning making suggests that, for many people, traumatic or stressful events challenge their basic assumptions about themselves and the world, causing distress and leading them to engage in various processes to make meaning, or to restore a sense that the world is meaningful and life is worthwhile (Holland, Currier, & Neimeyer, 2006; Meert et al., in press; Park, 2010). Bereaved parents, in particular, face a crisis of meaning as they try to reconstruct their personal world (Keesee, Currier, & Neimeyer, 2008). Successful meaning making is associated with better adjustment to the tragic event, whereas unsuccessful meaning making leads to continued distress and ongoing attempts to find meaning (Gillies & Neimeyer, 2006; Park, 2010).

Several types of meaning-making processes have been described. One type—sense making—has been shown to be crucial to a healthy grieving process (Holland et al., 2006; Keesee et al., 2008). Sense making, also called searching for comprehensibility (Janoff-Bulman & Frantz, 1997), refers to attempts to comprehend a loss or find a benign explanation for an inexplicable experience (Holland et al., 2006; Janoff-Bulman & Frantz, 1997; Park, 2010). In a study of bereaved college students, Holland et al. (2006) found that a higher degree of sense making predicted lower levels of grief complication over the first 2 years of bereavement. Similarly, in a study of bereaved parents, Keesee et al. (2008) found that a higher degree of sense making was associated with less intense grief. In a qualitative analysis of responses by these same parents, Lichtenthal, Currier, Neimeyer, and Keesee (2010) found that nearly half (45%) of the parents could not make sense of their child’s death, suggesting that bereaved parents may benefit from opportunities for sense making.

Meeting with a physician who cared for the child at the end of the child’s life may provide an opportunity for bereaved parents to work toward making sense of their child’s death. These physicians are uniquely qualified to facilitate parents’ meaning making because of their knowledge of the specific medical circumstances of the child’s death and because of the relationship they developed with the family during a time of great emotional intensity. However, assessing parents’ meaning making in this context is quite difficult, as research has been limited by self-report, single-item measures (Holland et al., 2006; Park, 2010), which rely heavily on the subjective assessment of individuals’ own meaning-making processes. Assessing parents’ ongoing emotions as they occur during the meetings may shed some light on their meaning-making processes. Fredrickson (2000) and Fredrickson and Joiner (2002) suggest that positive meaning and positive emotions go hand in hand. More specifically, finding
meaning triggers positive emotions, and positive emotions explain the benefit attributed to finding meaning. Possibly, as physicians provide information and parents begin to make sense of the death, their emotions become more positive.

Language analysis is a method increasingly used to examine emotions as they unfold in naturalistic settings (Pennebaker, Mehl, & Niederhoffer, 2003). Building on early psychological research and theory, researchers over the past two decades have demonstrated that the words people use in their daily lives reflect what they are thinking about, how they are feeling, and how they organize their thoughts (Pennebaker, 2011; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). These researchers have systematically analyzed writing samples or transcripts of spoken language to identify links between the language patterns and various psychological dimensions of interest (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). Language analysis software, and in particular, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007), has been used to show that word use accurately reflects people’s emotional states (Kahn, Tobin, Massey, & Anderson, 2007; Slatcher, Vazire, & Pennebaker, 2008; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) and changes as people adjust to emotional upheaval (Abe, 2009; Pennebaker et al., 2003).

LIWC is a widely used computerized text analysis program that categorizes and quantifies language use by counting the proportion of text that falls into a given category, such as grammatical markers (e.g., articles, prepositions) or psychological processes (e.g., emotion, cognitive, social). For example, Kahn, Tobin, Massey, and Anderson (2007) used LIWC software to examine individual differences in emotional expressivity, emotional reactivity, and personality. Using writing samples from college students, these researchers found that word use, as identified by four LIWC categories—positive emotion, positive feeling, negative emotions, and sadness/depression—could meaningfully indicate emotion. Findings from other researchers suggest that this software could potentially be useful as an alternative or complement to self-reported emotion (Hexem, Miller, Carroll, Faerber, & Feudtner, 2013). In another study, Slatcher et al. (2008) found that LIWC software was able to predict relationship quality by examining how the emotion words couples use in everyday life are linked to the quality of their relationship. Studies also suggest that word use analysis can be used to predict longer term health (Danner, Snowdon, & Friesen, 2001; Gottschalk & Glaser, 1969; Pennebaker, 2011; Pennebaker et al., 2003). Pennebaker (1997, 2011), Pennebaker and Chung (2011), Pennebaker et al., 2003, Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser, and Glaser (1988) have conducted many studies showing that writing (and in some cases, talking) about a traumatic event, even for a short period of time, can improve psychological and physical health, and that this improvement is predicted by the use of positive emotion words in the writing. However, no studies have examined the trajectory of emotion word use that occurs during discussions of traumatic events.

In this study, we examined the trajectory of bereaved parents’ emotion words expressed during parent–physician bereavement meetings. First, we predicted that parents would use more positive emotion words (e.g., “happy”, “nice”) and fewer negative emotion words (e.g., “hurt”, “angry”) as the meeting progressed. For bereaved parents, meeting with the physician and discussing the circumstances of the death is likely to provoke strong negative emotions. As parents gain information and
explanations, they can begin to construct a coherent narrative, or make sense, of the child’s death. Once these explanations are received and tentatively accepted, the discussion can turn to other topics, such as sharing memories of the child, expressing appreciation, and gaining reassurance from the physician, and parents may begin to express more positive emotions and fewer negative emotions. Second, we predicted that the pattern of parents’ emotion word use (e.g., more positive and less negative emotion words as the meeting progressed) would be related to parents’ perceptions that the meetings were generally helpful, informative, and would help them cope. Third, based on prior research showing that an individual’s emotion word use influences his or her partner’s perceptions (Slatcher et al., 2008), we hypothesized that changes in mothers’ and fathers’ word use over the course of the meeting would be related to their spouse’s perceptions of the meeting.

Method

Settings and Participants

This secondary analysis used data from a pilot study of parent–physician bereavement meetings conducted by the CPCCRN, a National Institute of Child Health and Human Development–funded multicenter research network consisting of seven academic pediatric centers (Meert et al., 2014). The study was approved by the institutional review boards at each data collection site and the CPCCRN data coordinating center. All participants provided informed consent.

The data included 35 bereavement meetings conducted according to the CPCCRN framework (Eggly et al., 2011). Study participants were PICU physicians (N = 23) and parents (N = 53). Parents were eligible if their child died in a CPCCRN-affiliated PICU, if they spoke English or Spanish, if they were ≥ 18 years of age, and if a participating PICU physician trained in the use of the framework participated in their child’s care. Recruitment details and other procedures for the original study are provided elsewhere (Meert et al., 2014). Each physician conducted one to three meetings; one follow-up meeting was conducted per family. Meetings included one PICU physician and at least one parent; 16 meetings included more than one parent.

Physicians were 41.0 years of age on average (SD = 7.8); 12 (52%) were male; 18 (78%) were White, and 20 (87%) were non-Hispanic. Parents were 37.7 years of age on average (SD = 9.8); 32 (60%) were mothers and 21 (40%) were fathers; 39 (74%) were married; 39 (74%) were White, and 40 (75%) were non-Hispanic. Deceased children (N = 35) of participating parents were 6.9 years of age on average at the time of death (SD = 7.0); 17 (49%) were boys; 9 (26%) died suddenly, and 26 (74%) died from chronic conditions.

Procedure

On average, meetings lasted 1.2 hours (SD = 0.6) and occurred 14.5 weeks after the child’s death (SD = 6.3). They were held in a conference room at the hospital where
the child died or at another on-campus location. Approximately 1 week after attending a meeting, parents completed an investigator-developed telephone questionnaire designed to elicit their perspectives on the meeting. There were 8 items with either a rating scale response format (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) or a brief open-ended response format. Three of the rating scale items were used for this secondary analysis: “The information discussed at the meeting was important to me,” “The meeting was helpful to me,” and “The meeting will help me in the future to cope with the loss of my child.”

**Linguistic Analyses**

Meetings were video recorded and transcribed. Transcripts were separated by speaker, divided into five equal time segments, and processed using LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2007). Analyses focused on positive emotion words (PEW) and negative emotion words (NEW) used by mothers and fathers during the meeting.¹

**Statistical Analyses**

To examine our hypotheses, we used a multilevel model framework to fit the data to multivariate outcome actor–partner interdependence models (Cook & Kenny, 2005) using HLM 7.01 (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2010). Level-1 of the model contained within-dyad outcomes and predictors, and Level-2 contained between-dyad predictors. Predicted values for the outcomes (i.e., percentage of emotion words per meeting segment) could not be less than zero; therefore, we used a Poisson regression with variable duration defined by meeting segment length (i.e., total meeting length in minutes divided by 5) to model the outcomes. For each outcome (PEW and NEW), scores at each time point for each parent were nested within dyads. We used four separate dummy indicator variables to identify to which outcome and which parent each score corresponded (i.e., Dad PEW, Dad NEW, Mom PEW, Mom NEW). We coded separate time variables for each outcome by mother or father to estimate parameters for the PEW and NEW trajectories separately. We centered time at the fifth meeting segment (i.e., segment 5 = 0, segment 4 = −1, etc.) to model the intercept for each trajectory as the mean PEW or mean NEW for each parent at segment 5. This way, the model intercept would be more contextually interpretable since parents talked more as the meetings progressed. We included a squared term for time (TSq) to model the trajectories’ quadratic departure from linearity. Time and TSq were coded as “0” when they did not correspond to a particular score for a particular parent gender. The Level-1 model took the following form:

\[
\eta = \beta_1 \text{(Dad PEW)} + \beta_2 \text{(Dad PEW Time)} + \beta_3 \text{(Dad PEW TSq)} + \beta_4 \text{(Dad NEW)} + \beta_5 \text{(Dad NEW Time)} + \beta_6 \text{(Dad NEW TSq)} + \beta_7 \text{(Mom PEW)} + \beta_8 \text{(Mom PEW Time)} + \beta_9 \text{(Mom PEW TSq)} + \beta_{10} \text{(Mom NEW)} + \beta_{11} \text{(Mom NEW Time)} + \beta_{12} \text{(Mom NEW TSq)}.
\]
The modeled outcome, referred to as the incidence rate $\eta$, is the log of the “score” (i.e., the percent of emotion words). We excluded the Level-1 intercept from the model so that we can interpret the coefficients associated with the indicator variables Dad PEW, Dad NEW, Mom PEW, and Mom NEW as the intercepts, or the mean incidence rates of emotion word use during segment 5 of the meeting (Raudenbush, Brennan, & Barnett, 1995). The coefficients for Time and TSq indicate the shape of the trajectories for emotion words over the course of the meeting. Coefficients associated with Time represent the instantaneous rate of change in incidence rates at segment 5 (i.e., the linear increase or decrease in PEW or NEW at segment 5). The exponentiation of these coefficients represents the event rate ratios (ERR)—the ratio of outcome scores differing in one unit of time—at segment 5. Coefficients associated with the TSq variables represent quadratic rate of change of the PEW and NEW trajectories and are interpreted as the curvature of the trajectory (i.e., the extent to which the emotion word trajectories deviate from linearity).

**Results**

**Emotion Word Trajectories**

Our first hypothesis was that parents’ use of PEW would increase and NEW would decrease over the course of the meeting. Table 1 displays results for the preliminary model, which did not include dyad level predictors. The coefficient $\beta$s are expressed in their mixed-model forms as $\gamma$s. For fathers, we found no significant change in NEW and marginal change in PEW. For mothers, we found a significant change in PEW, and the marginal Mom PEW TSq coefficient suggests that the change was not linear. There was no significant change in mothers’ NEW (Figure 1).

Though the $t$-tests of the coefficients for fathers’ PEW trajectories were not significantly different from 0 (Table 2), both the graphical representation of the trajectory and the magnitude of the coefficients, as compared with those for mothers, suggested that fathers’ PEW changed over the course of the meeting. Two potential reasons for the nonsignificant change in fathers’ PEW are (1) the effects of time are similar to, but less robust than the effects of time for mothers’ PEW, and therefore less likely to be significant given sample size or (2) dyad-level variation in the estimates of the coefficients for Dad PEW Time and Dad PEW TSq yielded larger standard errors of the estimates and thus smaller $t$-statistics for the tests of significance. Our examination of the random effects for the fathers’ PEW trajectory showed significant dyad-level variance in all the parameters associated with the fathers’ PEW trajectory: all $\chi^2$s(18) > 48, $ps < .001$). There was also significant dyad-level variance in the coefficient for Dad NEW, $\chi^2$(18) = 75.88, $p < .001$, and Mom PEW, $\chi^2$(18) = 45.80, $p < .001$. Therefore, we included three dyad-level variables (whether child’s death was sudden, child gender, and whether the child was <3 years old) as predictors of the Level-1 coefficients (i.e., cross-level interactions). Significant moderating effects of dyad-level covariates were: Child’s age significantly influenced trajectories for fathers’ PEW and fathers’ NEW, such that the death of a younger child significantly increased coefficients for Dad PEW ($\gamma = 1.33, t[31] = 2.87, p < .01$), Dad NEW ($\gamma = 1.44, t[31] = 2.49, p < .05$), and
Dad NEW time ($\gamma = 1.46, t[31] = 2.27, p < .05$). This indicated that fathers of younger children had a higher percent PEW at segment 5 and a higher percent NEW and steeper increase in NEW at segment 5 compared with fathers of older children (Figure 2).

Child gender significantly influenced fathers' PEW, such that the death of a girl significantly decreased Dad PEW ($\gamma = −1.02, t[31] = −2.23, p < .05$) and Dad PEW Time ($\gamma = −1.08, t[31] = −2.17, p < .05$). This indicates that fathers of girls, compared with fathers of boys, had a smaller percentage of PEW at segment 5 and their trajectories for PEW were decreasing through segment 5 (Figure 3). There were no statistically significant effects of a child’s sudden death on fathers’ PEW or NEW. None of the dyad-level covariates significantly influenced mothers’ PEW or NEW.

### Actor and Partner Effects

Hypotheses 2 and 3 examined associations between parents’ emotion words and (1) their own (actor effects) and (2) their spouses’ perceptions of the meetings (partner effects). Different numbers of fathers ($N = 18$) and mothers ($N = 31$) provided postmeeting perceptions. To avoid reduction in sample size because of list-wise deletion when mothers’ perceptions were predictors, we tested for actor–partner effects in two separate models: one for fathers’ and another for mothers’ perceptions of the meeting. The Level-1 model was the same as the preliminary model used to examine the first hypothesis. To test our hypotheses, we simultaneously included perceptions of how informative, how generally helpful, and how helpful for coping the meetings were as dyad-level predictors of the Level-1 trajectory parameters. We controlled for child’s age and gender because they were shown to influence trajectories for fathers’ PEW and NEW.

### Table 1. Results of Multivariate Actor–Partner Interdependence Model (APIM) Modeling Emotion Word Trajectory During Meetings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effects</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>ERR ERR 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dad PEW</td>
<td>$-1.23*$</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.29 0.17 0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dad PEW Time</td>
<td>0.48‡</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.61 0.94 2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dad PEW TSq</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>1.08 0.95 1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dad NEW</td>
<td>$-2.69*$</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.07 0.04 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dad NEW Time</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>1.13 0.59 2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dad NEW TSq</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>1.00 0.86 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom PEW</td>
<td>$-1.21*$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.30 0.22 0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom PEW Time</td>
<td>0.37‡</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.45 1.12 1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom PEW TSq</td>
<td>0.06‡</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1.06 0.99 1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom NEW</td>
<td>$-2.65*$</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.07 0.05 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom NEW Time</td>
<td>$-0.24$</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>0.78 0.52 1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom NEW TSq</td>
<td>$-0.08$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.92 0.83 1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. PEW = positive emotion words; NEW = negative emotion words; Tsq = squared term for time; ERR = event rate ratio.
‡$p < .10$. *$p < .05$. 

---
Fathers’ Perceptions of the Meetings

Fathers’ perceptions of the meeting’s helpfulness were negatively associated with Dad PEW ($\gamma = -2.23, t[12] = -2.24, p < .05$) and with Mom PEW ($\gamma = -1.31, t[14] = -2.28, p < .05$). When fathers’ PEW at segment 5 was higher, fathers thought the meeting was less helpful; when mothers’ PEW at segment 5 was higher, fathers saw the meeting as less helpful (Figure 4a). There were no other significant actor or partner effects associated with fathers’ perceptions of the meeting’s helpfulness.

Fathers’ perceptions of whether the meeting would help them cope were positively associated with Mom PEW ($\gamma = 0.91, t[14] = 2.19, p < .05$). When mothers’ PEW was higher during segment 5, fathers had more favorable perceptions that the meetings would help them cope (Figure 4b). There were no other significant actor or partner effects associated with fathers’ coping perceptions, and no actor or partner effects associated with fathers’ perceptions of how informative the meetings were.

Mothers’ Perceptions of the Meetings

Mothers’ perceptions of the meeting’s helpfulness were positively associated with Dad NEW Time ($\gamma = 2.09, t[26] = 2.52, p < .05$) and Dad NEW TSq ($\gamma = 0.49, t[26] = 2.45, p < .05$). Examining plots of the trajectories suggested that mothers thought the meetings were more helpful when fathers’ NEW remained relatively lower and unchanged for the duration of the meetings (Figure 5a).

Figure 1. Trajectories for fathers’ and mothers’ positive emotion words (PEW) and negative emotion words (NEW).
Mothers’ perceptions that the meeting would help them cope were negatively associated with Dad PEW ($\gamma = -1.02$, $t[25] = -3.66$, $p < .01$), Dad PEW Time ($\gamma = -1.18$, $t[25] = -3.19$, $p < .01$), and Dad PEW TSq ($\gamma = -0.23$, $t[25] = -2.33$, $p < .05$). For fathers whose PEW showed greater increase throughout the meeting, mothers had lower coping perceptions (Figure 5b).

Figure 2. Effects of children’s age on trajectories for fathers’ positive emotion words (PEW) and negative emotion words (NEW).

Figure 3. Effect of children’s gender on trajectory for fathers’ positive emotion words (PEW).
Mothers’ perceptions of the meeting’s informativeness were negatively associated with Dad NEW ($\gamma = -1.82$, $t[26] = -4.40$, $p < .01$) and Dad NEW Time ($\gamma = -1.63$, $t[26] = -2.16$, $p < .05$). For fathers whose NEW showed relatively greater increase throughout the meeting, mothers thought the meeting was less informative (Figure 5c). There were no significant actor effects of mothers’ meeting perceptions.

Figure 4. (a) Effects of fathers’ helpfulness perceptions (FHP) (plotted at 0.5 SD above and below mean helpfulness) on trajectories of fathers’ and mothers’ Positive Emotion Words (PEW), holding constant parents’ other perceptions and control variables. (b) Effects of fathers’ coping perceptions (FCP) (plotted at 0.5 SD above and below mean coping) on trajectory of mothers’ positive emotion words (PEW), holding constant parents’ other perceptions and control variables.
Figure 5. (a) Effects of mothers’ helpfulness perceptions (MHP) (plotted at 1 SD above and below mean coping) on trajectory of fathers’ negative emotion words (NEW), holding constant parents’ other perceptions and control variables. (b) Effects of mothers’ coping perceptions (MCP) (plotted at 0.5 SD above and below mean coping) on trajectory of fathers’ positive emotion words (PEW), holding constant parents’ other perceptions and control variables. (c) Effects of mothers’ perceptions of meeting informativeness (MIP) (plotted at 1 SD above and below mean coping) on trajectory of fathers’ negative emotion words (NEW), holding constant parents’ other perceptions and control variables.
Discussion

This novel study provided some promising, albeit preliminary, findings. Our first finding supported our prediction that bereaved parents, in general, would use more positive emotion words and fewer negative emotion words over the course of the meeting. While speculative, this finding may also support our suggestion that the meetings coincide with bereaved parents’ active struggle to make meaning of the death, and that the meeting, especially the discussion of the medical circumstances of the child’s death, provokes strong negative emotions. As the meeting progresses, parents’ emotion words become more positive as parents begin to accept the physician’s explanation, and the discussion turns to more positive topics, such as asking for reassurance that everything was done on behalf of their child, reminiscing about the child, and expressing appreciation for the care their child received.

While preliminary, our finding about parents’ increasing use of positive emotion words suggests that bereavement meetings are beneficial to parents. As described above, positive emotion and sense making after a stressful or traumatic event are independently and reciprocally related to better adjustment to the event (Frederickson & Joiner, 2002; Holland et al., 2006; Keesee et al., 2008; Lichtenthal, et al., 2010). Research also shows that using positive emotion words when writing about a traumatic event is related to improvement in psychological and physical health (Pennebaker, 1997, 2011; Pennebaker & Chung, 2011; Pennebaker et al., 1988; Pennebaker et al., 2003). Writing/talking exercises benefit individuals by providing an opportunity for them to transform their thoughts and feelings into language (Pennebaker, 2011), and thus to construct a coherent narrative of the event. Follow-up meetings provide bereaved parents a similar opportunity by addressing their need to gain information about the circumstances of the child’s death and to reconnect with physicians and healthcare staff that cared for their child (Meert et al., 2007). Our finding that there were individual differences in the trajectory of emotion word use suggests variability in parents’ emotional experience of the meeting. Further research should be conducted with a larger sample and a longer term longitudinal design to confirm this trajectory and to determine its relationship with discussion topics or long-term health, and the extent of individual differences.

Our second finding was that increases in parents’ use of positive emotion words during the meeting were negatively associated with parents’ own and their spouse’s perceptions of the meeting. This surprising finding was consistent with results found in a population of parents whose children were receiving palliative care (Hexem et al., 2013). In that study, researchers compared two measures of emotions, language analyses using LIWC software and self-reports on a validated affect scale. LIWC software was used to measure the use of positive and negative emotion words parents used during semistructured interviews about their experience with medical decision making. Parents reported their emotions by completing the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Crawford & Henry, 2004). Findings showed that positive emotions expressed during the semistructured interviews were negatively associated with self-reported positive affect. Our findings and those of Hexem et al. (2013) may be
explained by prior research suggesting that individuals increase their use of positive emotion words when writing about trauma, but also feel worse immediately after writing (Pennebaker, 1997). Possibly, bereaved parents had a similar experience: the process of expressing positive emotions relating to the death of their child was accompanied by their own and their spouse’s worse feelings immediately following the meeting. Previous research also indicates that despite negative moods individuals experience immediately after writing about traumatic events, they experience long-term health benefits (Pennebaker & Beall, 1986).

Although the general pattern was that increases in positive emotion word use were associated with negative perceptions of the meetings, this language analysis revealed some intriguing exceptions to the pattern. We found that when mothers used more positive emotion words over the course of the meeting, fathers had more favorable perceptions of whether the meetings would help them cope with the death. Perhaps this is an example of an instance in which positive perceptions are evident despite any post-meeting negative emotions. Also, we found that for some fathers, the use of negative emotion words peaked in the middle of the meeting (potentially around the time the discussion turned to psychosocial topics) and then steadily decreased through the end of the meeting. Among fathers who showed this curvilinear pattern, mothers perceived the meeting as less helpful, but more informative. We are aware of no other studies of the effect of individuals’ word use on their significant or close other’s perceptions. These findings, therefore, suggest that further research is warranted to extend the robust body of research showing relationships between individuals’ word use and their own characteristics and/or outcomes.

There were several limitations of this study. Because this secondary analysis was based on a pilot study, a small sample size was used, limiting our statistical power, the generalizability of our findings, and our ability to conduct further analyses, such as potential effects of the child’s clinical variables. Also, the items used to assess parents’ perceptions of the meetings have face validity, but because they are single items, we cannot determine whether they reliably assessed the underlying constructs of interest. However, findings from this study were consistent with those reported by Hexem et al. (2013), in which participants completed a well-validated affect scale. Finally, parents did not provide information about their social or psychological characteristics or long-term health outcomes. Thus, although these preliminary findings suggest that the emotion words parents use during bereavement meetings matter, precisely how they matter—especially in the long-term—remains unclear.

Conclusions

Findings from this study suggest that language analyses, such as those offered by LIWC software, may provide an effective tool with which to understand the ongoing emotions and meaning-making processes of individuals during interventions to prevent or reduce adverse consequences of a traumatic event, such as a child’s death. Ultimately, these types of analyses may be useful as a tool to better understand whether, how, and for whom these interventions provide a long-term benefit for bereaved
parents. Further, this study, along with our prior research (Meert et al., 2014; Meert et al., in press), provides evidence that bereavement meetings conducted according to the CPCCRN framework are feasible, acceptable, and potentially beneficial through providing an opportunity for meaning making. It is particularly important for physicians caring for children at the end of life to be aware of parents’ emotional trajectory during bereavement meetings. Although physicians may be reluctant to hold bereavement meetings because of their concerns about upsetting parents, the meetings may ultimately provide a benefit. Thus, while limited, findings suggest that future studies using larger samples and a longitudinal design to test the effectiveness of bereavement meetings on parents’ longer-term physical and psychosocial outcomes are warranted.

Also, although examining physician language was beyond the scope of this study, future studies might include a comprehensive analysis of physician language used during the meetings. This type of analysis might explore the influence of physician language associated with the CPCCRN framework, such as the bereavement-related topics they discuss and the linguistic features they use to discuss them, on parents’ language, and in turn, on parent outcomes.
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Note
1. In separate models not reported here, we examined whether physicians’ use of positive and negative emotion words significantly influenced fathers’ and mothers’ positive and negative emotion word use. First, we examined whether physicians’ emotion word use changed over the course of the meeting. Since results indicated no change over time, we averaged physicians’ positive and negative word use over the meeting segments, and included the averages as predictors of fathers’ and mothers’ emotion word use trajectories at Level-2 of the models. Analyses indicated that physicians’ emotion word use had no effect on fathers’ and mothers’ emotion word use, and so they were excluded from the models.
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